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H, respectively. Then the mapping (u, t, s) _ uhtn,(u e K, t, s e R) is a
topological mapping of K X R X R onto G. Let G* denote the adjoint
group of G and x -- x* (x e G) the natural mapping of G on G*. We de-
note by
-qj the character of K given by
,qj(u) = eilG (j0= 1/2)
(i is a fixed square-root of -1). Let du* denote the element of Haar meas-
ure on K* such that fK* du* = 1 and let ! be the Hilbert space of all
square-integrable functions on K*. Then for any complex number v
we define a representation r,, j = 0, '/2) of G on as follows. If x e G
and u e K we write
xu = ux exp (t(x, u)H) exp (s(x, u)X)
where uX, K and t(x, u), s(x, u) e R. It is easy to verify that for fixed x,
(u,)*, u-'u, and t(x, u) depend only on u* and so we may denote them by
ux*, v(x, u*) and t(x, u*), respectively. Now for any f e we define
7r,, j(x)f = g by the rule
g(u*) = 7j(v(x-', u*))e-vI(x-ls U*)f(u* )
It can be checked withaut difficulty that r,,, j is actually a representation
and if v + '/2 is purely imaginary 7r,, j is unitary. Put r,\+ = 7r, o and
Tr = 7r,, where viX '/2(X e R). Then rT+ and rT- are unitary
representations of G on t.
Now consider the representation 7r,+j, j where n is an integer > 0. For
any integer m let fm denote the function fm(uo*) = e"me. Then these
functions form an orthonormal base for t. Let V", j be the subspace of I
spanned by the set {fm; m + jl < n + j} and let W", j be the orthogonal
complement of V", j in ,. -Then V, j, VW, j are invariant subspaces and
we denote by pn,,, j the corresponding representations of G induced on
them. It is known that there exists a unitary representation aj, n which is
infinitesimally3 equivalent to oj, n. Let Xn, be the character of pn, . Then
e(=+i 1/2) - e-(n+ + 1/2)1
Xn,(h) el/2 - /2 |
sin (n +j+ '/2)0 (1)
Xn, i(uo) =
sin -2
Let y = exp (2ir U). For any function f on G put f+(x) = f(x) + f('Yx)
and f_(x) = f(x) - f(-yx). Let CC (G) denote the set of all functions on G
which vanish outside a compact set and which are indefinitely differenti-
able. Put
Tx (f) = ff,((htns)u*)e(i'+'/2)t dt ds du*
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and
Sk`(f) = Jff((h1ns)u*)e(k+l) dt ds du* - fGf (x)xk(x) dx (3)
Here yX* = xyx-I (x, y e G) and dx = et dt ds du (x = uhin,), du being
so normalized that fK du = 1. 2k is an integer > 0 and Xk = Xk, o or
Xk- 1/2, 1/ according as 2k is even or odd and we have to take the plus or
minus sign in (3) accordingly. It can be seen without difficulty4 that
TX (f), Sk (f), respectively, are the traces of the operators fGf(X) TX (x) dx
and fGf(x) ak (x) dx where ak+ = OUk, 0 or *k- = Ok -'/, '/, according as 2k
is even or odd. Moreover since the conjugates of K and A taken together
cover G except for a set of measure zero it follows easily from (1) that
Sk (f) = J'f*((htns)u*)e'/2'e-(k+1/2*)1t dt ds du*-
- dO sin (k + sin 2 J'f ((uo)x*) dx* (4)
where dx* = e' dt ds du* (x* - u*(hns)*).
THEOREM. Let f e Cc (G). Then5
1 co' 1 (co8wrf(1) = 2 J X tanh wX Tx+(f) dX + - X X coth 7rX T,-(f) dX +2 jco 2 jco
(n + Sn+(f) + E (n + 1)Sn+1/2(f)n.O~~n0n 2 0 > O
the two series being absolutely convergent.
The proof is based on the following lemma.
LEMMA. Let F(xi, X2) be an indefinitely differentiable function of two real
variables which vanishes outside a compact set. Put
g(0) = (e' - e)F(Oe', Oee) dt (0> 0)
Then
Lini Og(0) = f F(s, 0) ds
Lim d (Og(O) = -2F(O, 0)
9 --). 0 dO
and there exist positive constants a and b such tiat
0 (d (Og(O)) + 2F(O, 0)) < a + b| log @I
for 0 <0 < 1.
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In proving the theorem we may assume that f(uxu-1) = f(x) = f(x-1)
(xeG, teK). Put
F (a) =0 f^ ((uo)x*) dx*.
G*
Then making use of the above lemma we find that
Lim {(m + 1) f+(ns) ds- f + x
m_ oD Go- 0 < n < m
.f sin(n+ ) sin F+(O)d} = - Lim E - X
_ ~ ~ ~~~~2'm -b acoo < -n tnm
0
d ~ 0 . m
cos (+ 2 sm F+(O)) dO 2rf+(1).
Now put so (t) = et'/2J fb((hIn,) ds. Then
0 .,?.m (n + - ) +(t)e (n+'/2) dt =O < n < m 2
(m + i)wo+(O) + cl dp+(t) (n+'/2)t dt.
< n :-m O dt
Hence
4wf+(1) = Lim { ( 2)S+(f)
M~a-PcO n <m 2
. m 2 f do+(t) e (n+l/)2) dt}.
015nS ( dt
Since op+(t) = p+ -t), dt is a differentiable function of t and there-
fore
LimdJ d +(t) e- (n+ '/2)t dt =
m--)- co0 < n < m o dt
!7td~(t) (1/2 te-12) dt -4, X tanh7rX Tx+(f) dX
by Fourier transformation since Tx,+(f) = f 'o+(t)ext dt. Hence
4xrf+(1) = f X tanhwX Tx+(f) dX + S<(n + -)s+c. (5)2epro n < tha
Pimilarly we prove that
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E (n + 1) S+1/2 (f) = 47rfl(1)+ d(-(t) cotht dt=
> o Jo dt 2
4Trf(1) X coth TX Tx(f) dX (6)
Adding (5) and (6) we get the result. The Plancherel formula for G can
now be obtained in the usual way.
Notice that if f(uxv) = f(x) (u, v e K) then Tx-(f) = Sn+(f) = Sn-+/2(f)
= 0 and therefore
82rf(1) = 2 j X tanh wX Tx+(f) dX. (7)
If we assume, as we may without essential loss of generality, that f(x) =
f(x-1) (x e G) and put
co
(p(t) = et/2 J f(htnS) ds
then (7) is equivalent to
27rf(1) =-l dt( ) (e'2- e-(/2)) dt.
This formula is quite easy to verify directly if we take into account the fact
that the function F(t, s) = f(hin,) depends only on (1 + s2)e + e-t =
(et/2 e-(/2))2 + s2et- 2 which is the trace of the product of the matrix
h,n, with its transposed. Put x = (et/2_ et1/2)), y - se/2 and '1'(r) =
F(t, s) where r = x2 + y2 0. Then
co
vo(t) = f 4(r) dy
and therefore
dio(t) dx fxxd4(r)
dt dtJ-c r dr y
Hence
dpo(t) _ 0 __d_(rJI ' ) (e'/2 - e-(/2))-I dt = - dx dy
Jo dt _ a r dr
2r dr dr = -2ir(0) = -2rf(1).
Formula (7) has also been obtained independently by R. Godement.
1 PRoc NATL. ACAD. Sci., 37, 813-818 (1951).
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